RACS supports ‘one-way-door policy’

Monday 9 November, 2015

The Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS) commends work by Brisbane Surgeon Anthony Lynham and the Queensland Government in advocating for reduced late-night trade hours in Queensland.

RACS Queensland Committee Chair, Professor Owen Ung, said that the College supports moves to implement the lock-out laws.

“Evidence has shown that similar lock-out laws in Sydney and Newcastle hotspots have had a direct impact in reducing alcohol-related emergency admissions,” Professor Ung said.

“We are encouraged that Dr Lynham, a former member of the College’s Trauma Committee, continues to push reforms along with the great support of the Premier, Attorney General and the Health Minister.

“Alcohol-fuelled violence can result in tragedy that we too often see in our hospital emergency rooms throughout Queensland,” Professor Ung said.

RACS remains strongly committed to three key areas where alcohol-related harm can most effectively be reduced, summarised by the acronym HOT – for Hours, Outlets and Taxes.

This encompasses a restriction trading hours, reducing outlet density, and applying a stepped volumetric tax on alcohol.
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